**Mission Statement**

Founded in 1997, *The Journal of Law in Society* is a student-managed publication of Wayne State University Law School that provides scholarly discourse on the intersection of law and society. Each year, the *Journal* identifies a range of issues affecting Detroit and other parts of the world, and then publishes articles that address those issues within their social context. By way of research and scholarship, the *Journal* aims to connect Detroit to broader national and international discourse, as well as serve as an educational and practical tool for its audience.
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With a subscription to *The Journal of Law in Society*, you will receive one volume of *Journal* issues (two issues). If you provide your e-mail address, we will also notify you of *Journal* symposia. Funds from subscriptions help support the *Journal*, a non-profit student-managed publication. To subscribe to the *Journal*, please mail the form below and your payment to:
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